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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a formal method and associated tools for assisting designers deriving qual-
itative and quantitative safety requirements for aircraft embedded systems.

1 INTRODUCTION

Aircraft functions such as “Control the aircraft speed
on ground” can be performed thanks to a set of sys-
tem functions such as “Control wheel braking” and
“Control thrust reversion”.

At early stages of the development of an aircraft,
designers have to derive safety requirements for sys-
tem functions consistent with the aircraft function re-
quirements. This paper describes a method and asso-
ciated tools allowing to assist the derivation of safety
requirements.

Safety requirements associated with aircraft and
system functions come in two forms: quantitative re-
quirements, which constrain the mean probability per
flight hour of the function loss, and qualitative re-
quirements, which constrain the size of minimal com-
binations of failures leading to the function loss.

The approach proposed here analyzes the set of
minimal combinations of system function failures
leading to an aircraft function loss, its set of minimal
cut sets. It then defines a constraint satisfaction prob-
lem that formalizes the requirements system functions
should enforce in order to satisfy the aircraft function
requirements. This problem is solved using very ef-
ficient pseudo-Boolean (linear constraints over vari-
ables that take values in 0,1) or MILP (Mixed Integer
Linear Programming) solvers. A set of requirements
is extracted from the solution and is proposed to the
designers.

The paper is structured as follows: section 2 de-
scribes the rules used to derive safety requirements
applied by aircraft manufacturers during the design of
systems. Section 3 explains the formalization of these
derivation rules as Constraints Satisfaction Problems,
first for qualitative requirements and then for quanti-
tative requirements. Section 4 offers a detailed view

of the techniques used in order to transform these
Constraint Satisfaction Problems into problems that
can be solved with MILP solvers. Section 5 presents
the tool implementing the proposed approach, as well
as a first assessment of the method results and tool
performance.

2 DERIVATION OF SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

Aircraft embedded systems contribute to the achieve-
ment of aircraft functions. An important aircraft sys-
tem is the “Flight Control” system that contains sen-
sors, computers, servo-valves and moving surfaces in
order to control the aircraft trajectory in flight. The
Flight Control system is also used on ground, for in-
stance when spoilers that reduce the lift are deployed
at landing in order to improve the efficiency of the
wheel braking. The “Engine” system provides both
forward and reverse thrust, but it is also used to power
a number of equipments in the electrical, hydraulic
and pneumatic systems.

Each system contributes to the achievement of sev-
eral functions, either system functions such as “Con-
trol Ground Spoiler” for the flight control system
or aircraft functions such as “Control the aircraft
speed on ground”. Aircraft functions are generally
performed by the contribution of various systems. For
instance, “Flight Control”, “Engine” and “Landing
Gear and Wheel” systems contribute to the achieve-
ment of “Control the aircraft speed on ground”.

Safety requirements are attached to an aircraft
function failure, which is called a Failure Condition
(FC) in the aircraft safety process (S-18 & commit-
tees 2010). The requirements are based on the sever-
ity of the FC. An example of safety requirement is:
“Total Loss of deceleration at landing is classified



Catastrophic. This FC shall not occur more often than
10−9per flight hour. No combination of strictly less
than 3 failures shall lead to this FC”.

Safety requirements impact both the design of sys-
tem functions and their maintenance when the aircraft
is operated. Qualitative requirements impose a mini-
mum level of redundancy for the architecture that im-
plements the functions. For instance, a Flight Con-
trol system architecture may contain four indepen-
dent channels of sensors and computers to elaborate
the commands for the flight surfaces. Quantitative
requirements constrain the safety figures of system
functions and components of the architecture.

A failure is active when it is detected as soon as it
occurs because it has a direct and noticeable effect on
the aircraft behavior, and latent when it can remain
undetected during the flight, or is detected but not re-
ported to the maintenance crew. For latent failures, a
periodic maintenance check has to be planned to de-
tect whether the failure has occurred. The period of
this operation is called the check interval.

Once safety requirements are defined for aircraft
functions, the designers have to derive safety require-
ments for system functions. The Aircraft Recom-
mended Practices ARP4761 (S-18 1996) proposes to
build a fault-tree for each Failure Condition attached
to an aircraft function. The fault-tree summarizes the
contributions of the system function failures to an air-
craft FC. The minimal cut sets extracted from this
fault-tree are combinations of system function failures
that lead to the FC, and they can be analyzed to derive
safety requirements for system functions.

Sev(FC) MIN MAJ HAZ CAT
NSev 1 2 2 3

Bound 10−3 10−5 10−7 10−9

Figure 1: Correspondence between FC severity, NSev and
Bound.

To check qualitative safety requirements, one has
to establish that the size of each minimal cut set is
greater than or equal to a given value that depends on
its severity (see fig. 1 for a possible correspondence
between the severity and NSev). The size of an MCS
containing N functional failures is not necessarily N ,
because these failures could be non-independent. If
none of the functions appearing in the MCS are inde-
pendent, a single common cause could trigger all of
them and lead to the failure condition. The size of a
minimal cut set is equal to the cardinal of the maximal
subset of mutually independent functions contained
in the minimal cut set. So, the minimal cut sets can
be analyzed in order to derive independence require-
ments. For a MAJ or HAZ failure condition, the re-
quirement is that each minimal cut set should contain
at least two independent functions. For a CAT failure
condition, the requirement is that each minimal cut
set should contain at least three mutually independent
functions.

To check quantitative requirements, one has to es-
tablish that the Average Risk of each failure condi-
tion remains below a given Bound determined by the
severity of the FC (see fig. 1 for a possible correspon-
dence between the severity and the bound). The Av-
erage Risk of an FC can be computed from its fault-
tree, if the failure rate of system function and interval
checks of latent failures are known. By analyzing the
minimal cut sets, it is possible to derive safe bounds
for the failure rate and for the check interval of system
functions which guarantee the aircraft requirements
are met.

3 FORMALIZATION

We use the following notations in the rest of the pa-
per: (i) F : finite set of functions, (ii) FC : fail-
ure condition, (iii) MCS : set of minimal cut sets of
FC , (iv) f : generic identifier for a failure of MCS,
(v) nsev ∈ [1,3] : integer representing the minimal or-
der acceptable for mcs ∈MCS, (vi) indep : the inde-
pendence relation between functions, (vii) AR : Av-
erage Risk for FC (per hour), (viii) Bound : max-
imal acceptable value of AR, (ix) T0 : mean flight
time, (x) N : lifetime of the aircraft in number of
flights, (xi) p(FC, i) : probability that FC occurs dur-
ing flight number i, (xii) wcf : set of worst-case flights
for FC , (xiii) λf : constant failure rate for f , (xiv) If :
check interval for failure f expressed as a number
of flights (assumed of duration T0), (xv) af : generic
identifier for an active failure, (xvi) lf : generic iden-
tifier for a latent failure, (xvii) mcs : generic identifier
for a minimal cut set, (xviii) cfg(mcs) : set of all pos-
sible vectors of interval check values for the minimal
cut set mcs .

3.1 Qualitative requirements

This section describes the rules used for the derivation
of function independence requirements.

The analysis uses as input the minimal cut sets gen-
erated for an aircraft FC, as well as the severity of the
FC. The output of this analysis is a set of function
independence requirements which guarantees that the
order of minimal cut sets will not be degraded by any
implementation meeting these requirements. Accord-
ing to ARP4754, independence is “A concept that
minimizes the likelihood of common mode errors and
cascade failures between aircraft/system functions or
items”. Formally, the Independence relation is a bi-
nary, non-reflexive and symmetric relation over the
set of functions. Asserting (f1, f2) ∈ indep in the for-
mal model amounts to specifying the requirement that
“functions f1 and f2 shall not be implemented in a
way that causes a common cause of failure to appear
between them”.

The order of a minimal cut set is defined in terms



of the independence relation as follows:

order(mcs) ≥ k↔ (∃c ⊆ mcs |

|c|= k∧ (∀(fi, fj)∈ c2, fi 6= fj→ (fi, fj)∈ indep))
(1)

So, the order of a minimal cut set is greater than or
equal to k if and only if it contains at least k mutually
independent functions according to indep. Viewing
indep as a set of requirements, if it contains all possi-
ble pairs of functions, then all functions failures shall
remain totally independent after implementation, and
the order of the minimal cut sets remains unchanged.
This solution is generally impractical, because only
a limited number of independent resources are avail-
able to build the architecture. For instance, a twin-jet
aircraft usually has at most four independent sources
of energy (two engines, a ram air turbine and batter-
ies). It is then impossible to satisfy the requirement
that 5 functions are mutually independent. Designers
are hence interested in finding the minimal number of
independence requirements needed to meet the qual-
itative safety requirements. Automatic derivation of
such requirements can be formalized as the follow-
ing discrete constrained optimization problem, which
consists in minimizing the cardinal of the indep rela-
tion while guaranteeing a safe order for each minimal
cut set:

Minimize: |indep|

Subject to: (∀mcs ∈MCS,order(mcs) ≥ nsev)
(2)

The above constraints are automatically encoded as
pseudo-Boolean optimization problems by our imple-
mentation (cf. section 5), and solved with solvers such
as SAT4J-PB (Le Berre & Parrain 2010) or WBO
(Manquinho, Martins, & Lynce 2010).

3.2 Quantitative requirements

This section formalizes the rules of quantitative fail-
ure budget allocation. The proposed formalization
was inspired by (Agency a), (Agency b), (Bretschnei-
der 2010) and (Heckmann 2010).

The problem consists in allocating a failure rate λf
and a check interval If to each f involved in a set of
FCs, such that the Average Risk of each FC remains
below a given Bound , determined by the severity of
the FC (as shown in fig. 1):

AR ≤ Bound (3)

The Average Risk of an FC is the sum of the probabil-
ity of the FC for each flight, divided by the aircraft’s
lifetime:

AR =
∑
i∈[1,N ]

p(FC, i)

N ∗ T0
(4)

The set of worst-case flights of an FC contains all
flights (identified by integers) for which the probabil-
ity of occurrence of the failure condition dominates
the probability of occurrence of the failure condition
for all other flights (this set is finite because the air-
craft has a finite lifetime):

wcf = {i ∈ [0, T0] | ∀j ∈ [0, T0],

p(FC, i) ≥ p(FC, j)} (5)

We call Itvs the set of all possible check interval val-
ues. If all maintenance checks are synchronized on
their first occurrence, and all check intervals form a
harmonic series, then wcf is the set of integer multi-
ples of the largest check interval.

So, the sum of the probabilities of FC in each
flights is bounded by the probability that FC oc-
curs during any worst-case flight, times the maximum
number of flights:∑
i∈[1,N ]

p(FC , i) ≤ N ∗ p(FC ,wcf) (6)

From (6) we derive a safe upper bound for the Aver-
age Risk:

AR ≤ p(FC,wcf)
T0

(7)

To guarantee (3), we require a failure rate and check
interval allocation such that the worst-case flight
probability is safely bounded:

p(FC,wcf) ≤ Bound ∗ T0 (8)

The probability of FC occurring during of a worst-
case flight can be over-approximated by the sum of
the worst-case flight probability of each element of
MCS:

p(FC ,wcf) ≤
∑

mcs∈MCS

p(mcs ,wcf) (9)

If we impose a bound Boundmcs on each each mini-
mal cut set as follows:

∀mcs ∈MCS, p(mcs ,wcf) ≤ Boundmcs (10)

and if the bound is such that:∑
mcs∈MCS

Boundmcs ≤ Bound ∗ T0 (11)

then when (10) is satisfied, (9) is also satisfied.
We assume an exponentially distributed lifetime

for components. Active failures are modeled as latent
failures with an check interval value of 1. We assume
components are replaced as soon they are detected
faulty. We do not consider cases where the aircraft is



knowingly authorized to take-off in a degraded con-
figuration.

The issue is now to determine a sound approxima-
tion for p(mcs ,wcf), as an expression of failure rates
and interval checks of all functions involved in the
minimal cut sets of the failure condition. Let us con-
sider a given mcs . If it is composed of only active fail-
ures, they must all occur during the worst-case flight
(event noted fd for failure f ) for the mcs to occur dur-
ing the worst-case flight. Considering an exponential
failure distribution, an mcs with two active failures
has probability (12), which is less than (13), a lin-
ear approximation of the exponential which provides
a good approximation in aircraft application due to
small failure rates.

p({fd1 , fd2 },wcf) = (1− e−λf1∗T0)(1− e−λf2∗T0)
(12)

p({fd1 , fd2 },wcf) ' λf1λf2T 2
0 (13)

When latent failures are involved, this relationship
is more tricky, as some of the latent failures might
have occurred before the worst-case flight (event
noted f b for failure f ), but after the last maintenance
check, and the probability of each scenario differs.
For instance, for a double failure {f1, f2} where f1
and f2 are latent, three scenarios are possible (fig.2):

◊ {fd1 , fd2 } : both failures occur during the worst-case
flight

◊ {fd1 , f b2} : f1 occurs during the worst-case flight,
and f2 before the worst-case flight.

◊ {f b1 , fd2 } : f1 occurs before the worst-case flight,
and f2 during the worst-case flight.

We obtain the following approximations of the proba-
bility for each scenario using the linear approximation
of the exponential used in (13):

p({fd1 , fd2 },wcf) ' λf1λf2T 2
0 (14)

p({fd1 , f b2},wcf) ' λf1λf2(If2 − 1)T 2
0 (15)

p({f b1 , fd2 },wcf) ' λf1(If1 − 1)λf2T
2
0 (16)

Summing the contributions of possible scenarios
yields the final expression for the worst-case flight
probability:

p({f1, f2},wcf) ' λf1λf2T 2
0 (If1 + If2 − 1) (17)

time
f2

f

set of possible combinations

wcf

If2

last check

If1

time 
f1

wcf
If1 f

last check

Figure 2: Three scenarios for a double failure.

Using the log on a combination of (10) and (17)
yields:

log(λf1) + log(λf2) ≤ −2 log(T0)+

log(Bound{f1,f2})− log(If1 + If2 − 1) (18)

Using the same approach we can derive a constraint
for triple failures (and quadruple failures and so
forth):

log(λf1) + log(λf2) + log(λf3) ≤ −3 log(T0)+

log(Bound{f1,f2,f3})− log(1− If1 − If2 − If3+

If1If2 + If1If3 + If2If3) (19)

The point is that for each mcs , we can safely ap-
proximate log(p(mcs ,wcf)) by a term which is lin-
ear with respect to the logarithms of the failure rates,
and linear with respect to the logarithm of a simple
function of check intervals. The next section further
develops the formalization and deals specifically with
check intervals.

4 AUTOMATIC BUDGET ALLOCATION

This section details additional re-formulations per-
formed on the quantitative constraint system to allow
solving it automatically using Mixed Integer Linear
Programming (MILP) solvers.

4.1 Check interval discretization

Constraints such as (18) and (19) involve real valued
unknowns such as logarithms of λf , and logarithms
of integer valued unknowns such as If for some f .



To allow resolution, we determine the set of possible
check interval values Itvs from the aircraft operation
profile. For instance a short range operation is charac-
terized by T0 = 1h and Itvs = {1,10,50,200}, (daily
check=10 flights, weekly check=50 flights, monthly
check=200 flights).

By expanding the constraints over all elements of
Itvs in pre-processing, and introducing 0|1 variables
to model the choices between different check inter-
vals, we turn the right hand sides of (18) and (19) into
constants and obtain an MILP.

For each f and each v ∈ Itvs , we introduce a 0|1
integer variable ISel (f,v). A true value for this vari-
able means that check interval v is selected for f . The
following constraint is generated for each f to ensure
that exactly one value is selected :

∑
v∈Itvs

ISel (f,v) = 1 (20)

A configuration for an mcs ∈ MCS is a vector of
possible check interval values for the elements of
mcs . We name cfg(mcs) the set of all possible
configurations of mcs . Without further assumptions,
cfg(mcs) = Itvs length(mcs). In the short range case,
cfg(mcs) has 16 elements if length(mcs) = 2, 64 ele-
ments if length(mcs) = 3 . . . However, cfg(mcs) can
be much smaller: active failures have a check inter-
val of 1, external constraints or design decision might
restrict the possible values for some of the failures.
For each mcs ∈MCS, and each c ∈ cfg(mcs), we in-
troduce a 0/1 variable CSel (mcs,c). A true value for
this variable means that configuration c is selected for
mcs . At least one working configuration for each mcs
is enforced using the constraint:

∑
c∈cfg(mcs)

CSel (mcs,c) ≥ 1 (21)

Each CSelmcs,c variable corresponds to a vector of
ISel f,v variables. Coherence is enforced between
them using the following constraint for each config-
uration:

CSel ((f1,...,fn),(v1,...,vn)) =⇒ ISel (f1,v1) ∧ . . .

· · · ∧ ISel (fn,vn) (22)

The final MILP is obtained by re-formulating con-
straints (18) and (19) in terms of CSel variables, for
each configuration of each minimal cut set. Constraint

(23) shows the reformulation of constraint (18):

K ∗CSel{f1,f2},(v1,v2) + log(λf1) + log(λf2) ≤

K+log(Bound{f1,f2})− 2 log(T0)− log(v1+ v2− 1)

with:

K� log(Bound{f1,f2})−2 log(T0)− log(v1+v2−1)
(23)

The instantiation process can be restricted to cores
of mutually independent failures of size 2 or 3, identi-
fied using the independence analysis described in sec-
tion 3.1. This helps reducing the explosion created by
instantiation, and corresponds to a sound approxima-
tion of the probability of each mcs .

4.2 Solving and optimization

The instantiation process yields an MILP system in
which unknowns are the log(λf ) variables and the
CSelmcs,c and ISel f,v variables. To produce solutions
that make sense from an engineering point of view,
we use the optimization capabilities of solvers. We
maximize the following aggregated criterion:

α ∗ λmin
f + β ∗ λmin

lf + γ ∗ λmin
af + δ ∗ λsumlf +

ε ∗ λsumaf + ζ ∗ Itvmin
lf (24)

Where: (i) α, β, γ, δ, ε and ζ are specified by the
user and such that their sum is equal to 1, (ii) λmin

f

is the min of all λ(f) for f an active or latent failure,
(iii) λmin

lf is the min of all λ(lf ) for lf a latent fail-
ure, (iv) λmin

af is the min of all λ(af ) for af an active
failure, (v) λsumlf is the sum of all λ(lf ) for lf a latent
failure, (vi) λsumaf is the sum of all λ(af ) for af an ac-
tive failure, (vii) Itvmin

lf is the min of all I (lf ) for lf a
latent failure.

Varying the α, β, γ, δ, ε and ζ parameters allows
to produce different allocations. Maximizing the min
values tends favor even distributions of check inter-
vals and λ values, maximizing sums in the criterion
plays in favor or larger λ values. The check interval
and λ variables have counteracting effects in the prob-
lem, so that maximizing λ values will minimize check
interval values, and conversely.

5 IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS

The theory presented in the previous sections is im-
plemented in a tool called the DALCULATOR, shown
in figure 3. In this tool, the user can select a list of fail-
ure conditions files, specify their severity, and chose a



user-defined constraints file (detailed in the next para-
graph). The user can enable or not the function inde-
pendence analysis. For the budget analysis, the user
can select between presets of coefficients for variables
in the optimization criterion. When both indepen-
dence and budget analysis are enabled, they are run in
sequence and the independence relation computed in
the first analysis is used as input for the budget anal-
ysis to restrict the instantiation to cores of mutually
independent failures. When the independence anal-
ysis is disabled, the cores of mutually independent
functions can be specified in the user-defined con-
straints file. The current implementation uses SAT4J
(Le Berre & Parrain 2010) and WBO (Manquinho,
Martins, & Lynce 2010) as pseudo-Boolean solvers,
and uses GNU lp_solve as MILP solver.

Figure 3: The DALculator user interface

The user defined constraints file must contain infor-
mation needed by the analysis, but not present in the
MCS files such as:

◊ the value of T0,

◊ the declaration of all latent failures,

◊ the set of all possible check interval values,

◊ the independence relation between functions.

It can also contain optional information to help fine
tuning the solutions produced by the solver such as:

◊ lower and upper bounds for log(λf ),

◊ optionally, a restricted set of interval check values
with respect to the default set for some latent fail-
ures.

5.1 Display system

For purpose of illustration, let us consider the min-
imalistic display system shown in figure 4, made of
two data sources SR and SL, two display units DR and

DL, in which each source is routed to each display us-
ing the data links SR_to_DR, SR_to_DL, SL_to_DR,
SL_to_DL.

Figure 4: The display system

Each component of the system can fail. The fol-
lowing minimal cut sets characterize the failure con-
dition loss of both displays, considered HAZ. They
were generated from an ALTARICA (Arnold, Point,
Griffault, & Rauzy 1999) model of the display sys-
tem.

products(MCS(’Display_Obs.O.lost’)) =
{’DL.f’,’DR.f’}
{’SL.f’,’SR.f’}
{’SL_to_DL.f’,’DR.f’,’SR.f’}
{’SL_to_DL.f’,’SL_to_DR.f’,’SR_to_DL.f’,’SR_to_DR.f’}
{’SL_to_DL.f’,’SL_to_DR.f’,’SR.f’}
{’SL_to_DL.f’,’SR_to_DL.f’,’DR.f’}
{’SL_to_DR.f’,’DL.f’,’SR.f’}
{’SL_to_DR.f’,’SR_to_DR.f’,’DL.f’}
{’SR_to_DL.f’,’DR.f’,’SL.f’}
{’SR_to_DL.f’,’SR_to_DR.f’,’SL.f’}
{’SR_to_DR.f’,’DL.f’,’SL.f’}
end

This FC is loaded in the DALCULATOR, together
with the following user defined constraint file spec-
ifying that some of the components are co-located in
the aircraft and hence cannot be assumed mutually in-
dependent:

Coloc(’DL’, ’SL’, ’SL_to_DL’, ’SL_to_DR’)

The independence analysis is run as described in sec-
tion 3.1. It produces the following independence rela-
tion, which guarantees that the order of each mcs is
never degraded below 2 after integration:

Indep(’SR_to_DR’, ’SL’)
Indep(’DR’, ’DL’)
Indep(’SL_to_DL’, ’SR’)
Indep(’SR’, ’SL’)
Indep(’SR’, ’DL’)
Indep(’SR_to_DR’, ’SL_to_DR’)
Indep(’SR_to_DL’, ’DR’)

Once the independence analysis has run to comple-
tion, we run the failure budget allocation analysis de-
scribed in section 3.2. Assuming a total budget of
10−7, the following user defined constraints file is
loaded into the tool to specify the aircraft profile as
T0 = 1h, Itvs = {1,10,20,60,120,1200}, and declare
two latent failure modes:

AircraftProfile(1, (1, 10, 20, 60, 120, 1200))
Latent(’SL_to_DR.f’)
Latent(’SR_to_DL.f’)



We run the tool asking it to maximize the criterion
0.5 ∗ λmin

f + 0.5 ∗ λsumlf . The following budget and
check interval allocation is returned:

lambda ’SL.f’ = 9,53454559672 E-5
lambda ’SR.f’ = 9,53454559672 E-5
lambda ’DL.f’ = 9,53454559672 E-5
lambda ’DR.f’ = 9,53454559672 E-5
lambda ’SL_to_DL.f’ = 9,53454559672 E-5
lambda ’SR_to_DR.f’ = 9,53454559672 E-5
interval ’SL_to_DR.f’ = 60
lambda ’SL_to_DR.f’ = 1,0 E-2
interval ’SR_to_DL.f’ = 20
lambda ’SR_to_DL.f’ = 1,0 E-2

Latent failures rates can be maximized to the built-in
boundary value 10−2 thanks to small check intervals.
One might prefer to have the longest check interval
possible. Running the tool again using maximization
criterion 0.5 ∗ λmin

f + 0.5 ∗ Itvmin
lf returns the follow-

ing allocation, which seems more satisfactory:

lambda ’SL.f’ = 9,53454559672 E-5
lambda ’SR.f’ = 9,53454559672 E-5
lambda ’DL.f’ = 9,53454559672 E-5
lambda ’DR.f’ = 9,53454559672 E-5
lambda ’SL_to_DL.f’ = 9,53454559672 E-5
lambda ’SR_to_DR.f’ = 9,53454559672 E-5
interval ’SL_to_DR.f’ = 1200
lambda ’SL_to_DR.f’ = 8,33335724279 E-4
interval ’SR_to_DL.f’ = 1200
lambda ’SR_to_DL.f’ = 9,53454559672 E-5

Last, by maximzing the criterion 0.25 ∗ λmin
f +0.25 ∗

Itvmin
lf +0.25 ∗ λsumlf +0.25 ∗ λsumaf we obtain the best

solution so far:

lambda ’SL.f’ = 9,53454559672 E-5
lambda ’SR.f’ = 9,53454559672 E-5
lambda ’DL.f’ = 9,53454559672 E-5
lambda ’DR.f’ = 9,53454559672 E-5
lambda ’SL_to_DL.f’ = 9,53454559672 E-5
lambda ’SR_to_DR.f’ = 9,53454559672 E-5
interval ’SL_to_DR.f’ = 1200
lambda ’SL_to_DR.f’ = 2,77625913141 E-4
interval ’SR_to_DL.f’ = 1200
lambda ’SR_to_DL.f’ = 8,33335724279 E-4

5.2 Scalability of the approach

System |MCS| indep budget
display ≈ 50 < 1s ≈ 1s
elec ≈ 400 < 5s ≈ 40min
missa ≈ 3000 < 10s timeout

Figure 5: Solving times for various use cases.

Figure 5 reports indicative performance figures.
The display system is the example detailed in the
previous section, and was designed to perform unit
level validation of the theory and tools. The elec
system is a reasonably sized example faithful to typi-
cal Airbus electrical system architectures (further de-
scribed in (Kehren, Bieber, Castel, Seguin, Bougnol,
pierre Heckmann, & Metge 2004)). The missa sys-
tem is a real world system obtained from the indus-
trial partners of the MISSA European project (Con-
sortium 2011). It appears that the independence anal-
ysis scales much better to large failure conditions
than the budget analysis. Indeed, today’s SAT-based

pseudo-Boolean solvers are really efficient out of the
box, while MILP solvers sometimes need fine tuning
of branch and bound heuristics to deliver the best per-
formance. We have reasonable hope of obtaining bet-
ter performance on the budget analysis in the future.

6 CONCLUSION

We have proposed an approach that formalizes the
current practices for the derivation of safety require-
ments in the aircraft industry as constraint satisfaction
problems. This formalization provides an almost di-
rect implementation for a tool supporting aircraft de-
signers. We used the specific notions that are applied
by the aircraft industry such as the Average Risk,
which we over approximate through the worst case
flight risk, and check intervals. This makes it quite
difficult to compare our approach with the numerous
approaches existing for reliability allocation (Kuo &
Wan 2007). Aircraft safety specialists, see (Zilberman
1998) for instance, claim that it is very important to
use these notions in order to precisely assess quan-
titative requirements. However, there is a drawback
in using such pessimistic approximations: one could
consider that a perfectly safe design does not satisfy
its quantitative requirements, when it actually does,
which might lead to unnecessary and costly changes
in the system’s design.

With respect to performance, the independence
analysis, despite its highly combinatorial nature, has
scaled up to real world systems effortlessly thanks to
powerful pseudo-Boolean solvers and has reached a
stable state. However, the current budget allocation
solving still does not scale up to large systems when a
lot of check interval values are possible for each fail-
ure mode. To mitigate this observation, one could ar-
gue that check intervals are usually known in advance
because components are often reused from previous
applications, where this parameter had already been
fine tuned. The typical use of the automatic budget al-
location would be to start the analysis using a known
check interval for each mode, and to make small ad-
justments by introducing alternative check interval
values for a few failure modes at a time. In this case
the current performance would be sufficient to ad-
dress real world problems. Technical perspectives on
the budget analysis include: implementing formulas
dimensioning the Average Risk directly, in addition
to the worst case flights formulas described in this pa-
per. We will work on improving the scalability of the
analysis by benchmarking various MILP solvers and
investigating the fine tuning of search heuristics based
on the problem structure. Last, we will investigate
what could be gained by considering, as in (Ramesh,
Twigg, & Sharma 2008), check intervals as continu-
ous variables. This would transform the quantitative
requirement derivation problem into a purely linear
programming problem that is usually more efficiently
solved than a MILP problem.
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